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Mary Portas’s review of the decline of the high street is set to
reignite the debate on government intervention to prevent the
spread of ‘clone towns’
Blog Admin

Commentators have been concerned about the decline of local, independent, high street
shops and the rise of ‘clone towns’ of identikit chains for nearly a decade. While many
have advocated government intervention to ‘save’ our high streets, Henry Overman calls
for a more balanced debate, arguing that greater regulation and intervention may be
expensive and actually increase costs for consumers.
The government have asked Mary Portas to carry out a review aimed at halting the
decline of the High Street. The review will look at the problem of empty shops and
clone towns. Labour agree with the coalition and have, for example, been talking about
changes to planning law to stop local ‘dominance’ by multinational retailers.
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Writing a couple of weeks ago, I observed that
the Tesco Riots had led to another round
of supermarket bashing. Just as that dies
down, the high street review looks set to reignite
the debate. There is a serious issue to consider
here – high streets generate ‘externalities’ that
individual shoppers do not take in to account
when making their decisions. Some of these
externalities are positive (e.g. the sense of
community generated) while some are negative
(e.g. extra congestion from having people drive in
to the centre of town). Market forces don’t deal
well with externalities so it’s possible that policy
makers should intervene. What worries me,
however, is how incredibly one sided debates
about this issue have become. Reading much of
the commentary you would think that intervening
was essentially costless and that everyone agrees out of town shopping and clone towns are bad.
Clearly, however, this is not the case and there will be substantial costs to pay to further support the high
street. Supermarkets offer cheaper prices, more diversity and convenience. So regulating them further will
increase costs of living and reduce choice. Indeed, SERC research estimates that existing planning
restrictions may already reduce retail productivity by 20%. If saving the high street requires further
restrictions these costs will rise. High grocery prices hit the poor harder than the rich so the impact of this
may also be regressive. Tax subsidies to support the high street (as proposed by some) are not costless
either. What expenditure should we cut (or which taxes raise) to fund this? If the proposal is to somehow
pass these costs on to supermarkets then that raises prices with the regressive impact just highlighted.
These costs may be worth paying. But the public debate too often ignores them. I am no media expert, but
my major worry is that the commentary around this issue mainly reflects the concerns of the better off who
have strong preferences for independent retailers (and disposable income to take advantage of them) . Let’s
hope the review takes a more balanced approach to identifying the costs and benefits so that we can
properly decide whether the latter outweigh the former.
This post first appeared on the LSE’s Spatial Economics Research Centre blog on 17 May.

